
Save the Rhino!

Rhinos in danger

The rhinoceros (or rhino, for short), is 
one of Africa’s large mammals. One rhino can 
weigh up to 3000 kg! Rhinos are one of the 

"Big 5" that tourists come to see on safaris. 
There are two species of rhino in South 

Africa, the white rhino and the black rhino. This table shows the 
number of rhinos that 
have been killed by 
poachers each year.

Year Number of rhinos 

poached

2007 13

2008 83

2009 122

2010 333

2011 448

2012 668

2013 1004

2014 1215

Unfortunately, rhinos are in 
danger of becoming extinct. 
In other words, they might 

die out completely.
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From your model graph you can see that more rhinos are being 

poached every year. If poaching continues to increase, rhinos 

will soon become extinct. 

In an ecosystem an apex species (“top” species) is one that is 

not eaten by other animals. An apex species is usually limited by 

its food supply. For example, the number of lions that can survive 

in an area depends on how many prey species (e.g. impala) they 

can hunt. The lions control the balance of many other species.

Rhinos are an apex species because they are too big to be hunted 

by big predators. White rhinos are grazers - they eat grass. The 

number of white rhinos is controlled by their food supply, i.e. 

how much grass is available. 

Rhinos and biodiversity

ACTIVITY: BUILD A MODEL GRAPH
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Find the listed words in the puzzle 

block, and draw a ring around each 

word. The words run in all directions, 

so look carefully!

SAVING OUR NATURAL HERITAGE

puzzle your mind!!!

100 years ago, because of hunting, 

there were very few white rhino left. 

Conservation efforts have rescued them, 

and today there are over 20 000. 

But there is a new threat – a multi-

billion dollar worldwide trade in 

illegal wildlife products. Many people 

in the East believe that rhino horns have 

healing properties. Rumours on the 

internet claim that rhino horn can cure 

cancer. Rhinos are again under serious 

threat of extinction.

Conservationists are using many methods 

to try to save endangered species like 

the rhino. For example:

   Microchips are hidden in rhino horns 

so that scientists can track the rhinos.

   Helicopters and planes are used to 

follow rhinos and track poachers. A ranger drilling into the horn of a sedated rhino to insert a microchip 
Photo: Endangered Wildlife Trust

White rhinos increase biodiversity by selecting 
only certain kinds of plants - grasses. This 

gives space for many other kinds of plants to 
grow. When there are more kinds of plants, this 
also provides food for more kinds of animals 

that depend on those plants. The result is more 
biodiversity. So, if rhinos become extinct it may 

lead to the loss of other species as well.



De-horning rhino 
is one method 
being used to 
discourage 
poachers from 
killing rhino. 
Talk about this 
strategy. Do 
you think it will 
work? How do you 
feel about it?

Photo: Kelvin Trautman, 
Wildlands Conservation 
Trust 
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Science Spaza is an initiative of Jive Media Africa. What moves you? 

Find out more at www.sciencespaza.org    ScienceSpaza

There are great 

job opportunities, 

such as:

   Ecologist

  Genetic scientist

  Park ranger

   Conservation 

Officer 

careers:

GIVE US YOUR 
FEEDBACK

curriculum 
links

   GRADE 7: LIFE & LIVING 
(The biosphere)

   GRADE 8: LIFE & LIVING 
(The environment)

   GRADE 11: LIFE SCIENCES 
(Human impact on 
environment)

DO RHINOS NEED HORNS? 

Send us a picture of the 

graph you built, and the 

members of your club who 

built it. 

Send your answers and the name 
of your club to our Whatsapp or 
SMS number 076 173 7130; email 
us at info@sciencespaza.org; 
Facebook us at   ScienceSpaza 
or contact us through our website 
www.sciencespaza.org

Do you want to start a science club at your school? Send us the following information and Science 

Spaza will contact you.

School: _______________________________________ Name: ____________________________________

Telephone number: _________________________ Email address: _________________________________

Postal address: ___________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Visit www.sciencespaza.org, email info@sciencespaza.org, sms or WhatsApp us on 076 173 7130 or write to us at 

PO Box 22106, Mayor’s Walk, 3208 

Start your own Science Spaza

Ndifenani Mulaudzi studied 
Nature Conservation and is 
currently doing her internship at 
EWT (Endangered Wildlife Trust) 
working for the rhino project, 
where she deals with illegal 
wildlife trafficking. Her job is to 
check how wildlife is trafficked, 
e.g. how poachers disguise 
themselves, the containers 
they use, the types of animals 
that are trafficked and 
methods of concealment.

This worksheet is sponsored by Jive Media Africa in support of efforts to save the rhino and other species threatened with extinction. 
www.jivemedia.co.za


